AMATEUR BOWLERS TOUR
955 Seminary Avenue
(Inside Minnehaha Lanes)
St. Paul, MN 55104
(651) 487-3849

Sanction#: 331

Check out our Web Page at http://www.tcabt.com

Over $6,000,000.00 paid in Prize Funds

Super Bowl:
Previous Super Bowl
140 entries @ $ 1.00
Progressive
Las Vegas Entries
0 fine(s) @ $ 5.00
1 fine(s) @ $ 2.00

$ 181.00
140.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.00
$ 323.00

Tournament Payout:
140 entries @ $25.00 ea
Added by Super Bowl Fund
Champion shirt by TCB
Progressive
300 Game Pot
Optional Singles
Brackets
TOTAL PAID OUT

$ 3,500.00
0.00
50.00
3,600.00
500.00
567.00
4,545.00
$12,762.00

Marilyn Cochlin for Echo Lanes presents checks to
Chris Larsen and Randy Dokken (front)
Katey Haflund, Dan Lavacot, Jay Mills

Twenty-Nine semi-finalists competed for first place in this weekend’s tournament at Echo Lanes in Austin. A score of 796
placed Chris Larsen in first place. Katey Haflund rolled 793 for second while 770 seeded Randy Dokken in third. Dan
Lavacot rolled 756 for fourth and Jay Mills had 754 to be seeded fifth.
The first match of the stepladder would match Dan Lavacot and Jay Mills. Jay started the game with a strike and two spares
followed by a split, Jay spared thru the 9th when he got his only other strike. Dan started the same except for a double Dan
split in the 5th but closed with a double and two spares for the win. Dan 206 (201 + 5), Jay 205 (181 + 24)
Dan would advance to meet the third place qualifier Randy Dokken. Randy started the game with a spare, open, and a
converted split, followed by two spares. Dan started with a split, strike and an open, followed by a spare, strike, spare, and an
open, and he doubled in the 8th. Randy closed with a strike, spare, split and struck out for the win. Randy 186 (166 + 20), Dan
176 (171 + 5)
Randy advanced to meet the second place qualifier Katey Haflund. Randy decided to take the lead in this game and started by
a spare followed by a six bagger. Katey started with a spare, split, spare strike open and was not able to catch up to Randy.
Randy 256 (236 + 20), Katey 167 (143 + 24)
The championship match was between Randy Dokken and the first place qualifier Chris Larsen. Randy struggled this match
starting with an open, strike, split, strike, split, strike spare and closed with five bagger. Chris started with a strike, split, two
spare and a four-bagger to take the lead and the win. Chris 249 (225 + 24), Randy 211 (191 + 20)
Champion Notes: Chris Larsen is an Operations Clerk. Chris has been bowling for 30 years and currently bowls league at
Maple Lanes. He has a high game of 278 and series of 708. Chris was using an Icon 300 drilled by A to Z Pro Shops for his
win. Chris wanted to thank Greg and Guy at Mermaid Lanes for help with his game. Chris also wanted to thank Eric Norman
for the moral support and Echo Lanes for hosting the tournament. Plans for today’s winning will be to pay for more bowling
and all the new equipment that he just bought. His closing comments were: “this was a great weekend and thanks to the ABT
for providing the chance to compete.”
Welcome new members: Peter Conway, Kenneth Merwin and Brandon Smith !!
Welcome back renews:

Tim Parker, Ryan Shane, Tracy Lawrence, Shirley Behr, Phillip Andert, Jay Norman and Linda
Tackman !!

If you see any of these members please take a minute to introduce yourself and welcome them!!
Congrats New Masters: None this week !!
New Lifetime Members: None this week !!
Next Event --

AMF Village North - -

January 10 – 11, 2004 !!

